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Commissioner’s Introduction
As the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) for Kent, welcome to my 2017/18 Annual Report and thank
you for taking the time to find out more about what my office and I have achieved over the past year.
The main part of this report, the Review of 2017/18, is divided into three sections which reflect the
components of my Safer in Kent: The Community Safety and Criminal Justice Plan. The first section
focuses on the strategic policing priorities that I set the Chief Constable, based on what local people told
me was important to them, and includes a few succinct examples of how the Chief Constable has
demonstrated that he has been delivering on them.
The second and third sections outline how I have delivered on the commitments I made to you as your
PCC. I have held the Chief Constable to account - over crime data integrity and 101 performance, for
example; commissioned new services to enhance the support offered to victims of crime; and, along with
my PCC colleagues, secured more investment from Government to help policing in the UK meet the
growing and changing demand.
2017/18 was certainly a challenging year for policing, dominated by the atrocities in Manchester and
London last summer. Yet out of these tragic events emerged stories of bravery and courage, not least
from our emergency services personnel who again put themselves in harm’s way to protect us, as they do
every day.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those people who strive to make us Safer in Kent. This
includes not only our police officers and staff - whose outstanding efforts have again been recognised by
the independent Inspectorate - but those who work in my office, the wider policing family, our partner
agencies and all of our dedicated volunteers.
I pay tribute to you all and pledge to keep doing all I can to support you in your roles, now and in the future.
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Safer in Kent: The Community Safety and Criminal Justice Plan
By law, PCCs are required to publish a Police and Crime Plan that covers their term of office, and to keep
the plan under constant review. PCCs also have a duty to consult with victims and the wider community
on the priorities within their plan.
For me, the process of seeking the views of local people on policing and crime in the county commenced
in the period leading up to my election in May 2016, and led to the development of my Six Point Plan.
However, having been elected, it felt only right and proper to consult more widely on what the priorities
should be, in order to inform a new Police and Crime Plan.
In autumn 2016 I therefore launched a multi-channel consultation to reach out and hear from as many
people as possible. With around 1.8 million people living in diverse communities across Kent, I was keen
to obtain feedback from as many victims, communities and partner agencies as possible. As well as
attending community meetings and talking to people at street stalls and events across the county, I
received 1,690 responses to my policing survey. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who
took the time to have their say and helped shape my plan.
Having heard what was important to the public and partners, considered the national and local context, as
well as my own views, in April 2017 I published my ‘Safer in Kent: The Community Safety and Criminal
Justice Plan – April 2017 to March 2021’. Whilst it will be refreshed each year, in principle it sets the
priorities for Kent Police, partners and the Office of the PCC (OPCC) over the next four years, as well as
the overall strategic direction of policing and community safety in the county.
At its core is leadership. As an elected PCC, the public rightly expects the highest standards of behaviour
from me, and I therefore believe that strong ethics, transparency and integrity must be at the heart of
everything I do. It is equally important that from the Chief Constable, to the officer on the street, their
honesty, integrity, impartiality and openness are beyond reproach too.
Underpinning mine, and Kent Police’s actions, there are three overarching guiding principles, namely:
People suffering mental ill health need the right care from the right person: it is estimated that around a
third of Kent Police time is spent dealing with incidents involving mental health illness. Sadly, more people
in crisis are coming to the police’s attention and being assisted by police officers, sometimes in place of
healthcare professionals.
Whilst policing has demonstrated a clear commitment to improving outcomes for people experiencing a
mental health crisis, there remain multiple unresolved problems outside of policing. Together with Kent
Police, other police forces, the NHS, the Government, and wider partners, I am committed to finding a way
forward that fully meets the needs of vulnerable people in our communities.
Crime is important, no matter where it takes place: with a mixture of urban, rural and coastal communities
within the county, I am determined to ensure all crimes are considered important and investigated, no
matter where they take place.
It is vitally important that Kent Police has the right resources, with the right skills, in the right places to
respond effectively to the demands of all Kent’s communities.
Vulnerable people must be protected from harm: one of the key themes to come out of the public
consultation was the importance of protecting vulnerable people. This includes tackling child sexual
exploitation – which was the number one concern raised by the public – as well as abuse, drugs, gangs
and human trafficking.
The police, other key bodies and I need to continue working together to raise awareness of vulnerability,
in order to protect both adults and young people from harm, support victims of crime and ensure those
perpetrating serious and heinous crimes are brought to justice.
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The plan then outlined the priorities that I set for the Chief Constable and myself over the next four years:
My priorities for the Chief Constable:
 Put victims first
 Fight crime and anti-social behaviour
 Tackle abuse, exploitation and violence
 Combat organised crime and gangs
 Provide visible neighbourhood policing and effective roads policing
 Deliver an efficient service
My commitments as PCC:
 Hold the Chief Constable to account for the delivery of Kent Police’s priorities
 Support all victims of crime and abuse
 Commission services that reduce pressure on policing due to mental health
 Invest in schemes that make people safer and reduce re-offending
 Make offenders pay for the harm that they have caused
 Actively engage with residents in Kent and Medway
Opportunities for the future:
 Calling for more criminal justice powers for PCCs
 Lobbying for a fairer funding settlement for Kent
 Further collaboration with other organisations
 Oversight of the police complaints process
 Ideas tested during the consultation
 Backing volunteering.
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Review of 2017/18
My priorities for the Chief Constable:
Having considered the enormity and complexity of policing across the county, I felt the best way to illustrate
how the Chief Constable has delivered on my priorities was to draw on real life case studies that have
been brought to my attention through the year.
From numerous possible case studies, I have selected a couple of examples for each priority which
illustrate the qualities of policing in the county, as below.



Put victims first

For many victims, their initial contact will be with the police, and it is my expectation that they are at the
heart of everything Kent Police does. Victims must receive a quality service, and be treated with dignity,
fairness and respect so that victims of all crimes have the confidence to come forward and report.
 An 83 year old victim had two concrete swans and plants stolen from her garden. The swans were
given to her by her son who had passed away, and she had painted the heads. Information was
received from the victim’s daughter identifying the swans as being for sale on the website "Schpock".
An investigator asked for photos of the swans and completed social media research, identifying a
possible suspect; they remained in close contact with the victim and her family whilst they conducted
fast-track enquiries. The crime was allocated to the Local Policing Team who recovered the swans and
returned them to a very emotional victim. The following e-mail of thanks was received, “My mum is so
pleased to have her property back. I would very much like to write to your Head of Department to say
how grateful we are for all your hard work. You have made an elderly lady so happy, she didn't expect
to see them again so seeing them tonight was overwhelming. Thank you so much”.
 On receiving a report of a missing 14 year old, the Missing and Child Exploitation Team immediately
took responsibility for the investigation. The team quickly established the child had been collected by
a male in contravention of a social services recovery order. Enquiries identified the child had gone
missing in the same circumstances the previous day in another force and that the offender was given
a ‘verbal warning’. The team were quickly able to coordinate and interrogate social services information
and identified that the suspect was due at a family court hearing in London. An operation to recover
the child to a place of safety was successful and the team subsequently charged the male with two
counts of child abduction. Further enquiries identified the male as a member of an organised crime
group responsible for human trafficking and the exploitation of children.



Fight crime and anti-social behaviour

Crime and anti-social behaviour (ASB) are issues that residents care deeply about, and it is my expectation
that Kent Police works with partners and the public to understand and address the causes, and where
appropriate, bring offenders to justice.
 Following an attempted cash point robbery on the Isle of Sheppey, using a stolen digger and causing
significant damage, a 39 year old male fled the scene in a vehicle. The vehicle was spotted moments
later by police officers and pursued onto the M2 London-bound. The male turned the vehicle’s lights
off and sped away, travelling at speeds of up to 150mph before crashing into a roundabout off Junction
3 and fleeing the scene. He was found lying in dense undergrowth by a police dog and was
subsequently arrested. Crowbars, bolt croppers, metal bars and other items were found within the
vehicle. In February 2018 he was sentenced to six years’ imprisonment after pleading guilty to
attempted theft, damaging property, aggravated vehicle taking, dangerous driving and driving while
disqualified. The judge also banned him from driving for eight years.
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 Following a spate of burglaries within the Nepalese community where family gold was targeted, local
officers worked with the community and introduced a ‘Smart Water Village’. To date, 155 homes within
the small community are now protected with Smart Water marking kits and registered with Smart
Water. Further community engagement with the Community Liaison Officer is taking place and work
to finalise the last few homes with the kits underway. A further operation has been launched in
Canterbury with a particular focus on students, where the combination of crime prevention advice and
Smartwater is intended to reduce the risk of burglary.



Tackle abuse, exploitation and violence

There is no place for abuse, violence or exploitation in our society, and it is my expectation that Kent Police
works with partners to tackle offences such as human trafficking, child sexual exploitation and domestic
abuse, protecting the vulnerable and those often too afraid to seek help.
 A 16 year old child was referred to the St Giles Trust as a result of concerns about their involvement
in a county line [where criminal gangs use children to traffic drugs]. As a result of relationships built
with the St Giles Trust, the Missing and Child Exploitation Team were notified of some significant
safeguarding concerns in that ‘elders’ of the county line were looking for the child. Due to the enhanced
relationship between the statutory agencies, a smooth and coordinated safeguarding plan was put in
place that effectively managed the child’s removal from the area.
 A 17 year old vulnerable female was identified as showing significant child sexual exploitation concerns
whilst missing. The report was immediately raised to high risk and a coordinated approach by the
Missing and Child Exploitation Team resulted in her being found in London. By having consistency in
the individual conducting safe and well checks and engaging with the female about follow up
interventions, a trusting relationship developed. This in turn led to the disclosure of sexual exploitation
and gang involvement potentially involving up to 10 members of a significant county line affecting
Canterbury, Brighton and London. The investigation is on-going, but the main suspect has been
arrested.



Combat organised crime and gangs

Organised crime and gangs present considerable challenges, and it is my expectation that by working
seamlessly with other partners and law enforcement agencies, Kent Police targets, disrupts and tackles
organised criminality across the county.
 A 24 year old male was arrested when officers carried out a warrant in January 2018 as a result of an
investigation by the Serious Crime Directorate. During the search a large quantity of heroin and crack
cocaine was discovered. Officers subsequently searched his vehicle where further drugs were found.
He was charged with two counts of possessing class A drugs with intent to supply and jailed for five
years and seven months at Maidstone Crown Court in February 2018 after pleading guilty.
 In March 2018 Swale Community Policing Team officers conducted a safeguarding visit to a potential
cuckooing victim [where drug dealers take over the home of a vulnerable person and use it as a base
for dealing]. Upon attending the address a male attempted to flee the property. He was detained after
a short foot pursuit and was subsequently searched. The male, whose last known address was in
Bromley was found to be in possession of over 100 wraps of heroin and crack cocaine, over £1,000 in
cash, mobile phones and a lock knife. He was sentenced to forty months imprisonment and the cash
forfeited. Importantly, the vulnerable victim was safeguarded.



Provide visible neighbourhood policing and effective roads policing

Neighbourhood policing is fundamental to policing in the county and it is my expectation that Kent Police
engages with local residents to improve the quality of life within communities, and works with partners to
address behaviour that puts public road users at risk of death or serious injury.
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 In response to ASB and low value crimes, a housing development in Swale was made a focus tasking
for local PCSOs. They identified that there were very limited recreational facilities and liaised with local
Youth Workers and Parish Councillors to identify a venue for a new Youth Club. The local Parish
Council agreed to provide the building and Youth Services to assist with the training. In addition, the
PCSOs conducted numerous home visits to perpetrators and victims, seized uninsured vehicles and
issued warnings under Section 59 of the Police Reform Act to nuisance motorists. One persistent
perpetrator was placed on an Acceptable Behaviour Agreement resulting in a significant improvement
in his behaviour within the local community, at home and also at school. As a result of this action,
reports of both ASB and crime have reduced.
 In Tunbridge Wells a joint operation involving PCSOs, Special Constables, DVLA and Council
Licencing was carried out targeting driving offences. The operation resulted in:
o 55 vehicles being seized for no tax (2500+ vehicles checked);
o 1 vehicle being seized for no insurance and no tax;
o 1 vehicle being seized for no MOT and no tax;
o Over 13 taxis being checked; some were found to have multiple faults;
o 18 words of advice given;
o 5 reports for a traffic offence;
o 27 vehicles examined, with 1 seized for an environmental offence.



Deliver an efficient service

Kent Police must remain efficient and effective, and my expectation is that they continue to review
processes and reduce bureaucracy where appropriate, to make sure the demands of local communities
are met, while providing good value for tax payer’s money.
 The force was successful in securing financial support from the Home Office Innovation Fund for a
project to design and develop a digital asset management system (DAMS) that will remove the need
for digital evidence to be presented in DVD format. The force currently purchases some 120,000 blank
DVDs a year and collects over 10,000 in person from shops and businesses, formatting approximately
4000 of those for use in court; the DAMS system will allow the public and the force to upload multimedia
evidence via the internet.
 The force has invested in major building schemes, equating to £6.1m over four years, in order to
improve and rationalise the estate. For example in January 2018 it was announced that, following
extensive research into the future of the Ashford Police Station building and its facilities, the force
would retain and develop the existing premises rather than moving to a rented building, re-locating or
building a new station.
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My commitments as PCC:


Hold the Chief Constable to account for the delivery of Kent police’s priorities

As your PCC, one of my key duties is to be democratically accountable for the provision of an efficient and
effective police force by holding the Chief Constable to account.
Whilst challenge and support forms part of ‘business as usual’ for the OPCC, it is vitally important for
accountability arrangements to also be visible and accessible to the public in order to build and maintain
trust and confidence. My formal governance arrangements have therefore included:
 weekly one-to-one meetings;
 a quarterly Performance and Delivery Board;
 a joint Audit Committee;
 bespoke briefings; and
 attendance at key internal meetings.
Performance and Delivery Board
Held in public, with the date, venue and Kent Police papers published in advance on the OPCC website,
the Board met on the following dates:
 7 June 2017
 6 December 2017
 27 September 2017
 7 March 2018
As one of the principle ways I hold the Chief Constable to account, standard papers at each meeting have
included Kent Police’s performance; delivery of my Safer in Kent Plan; financial matters; staffing; and
collaboration with partner agencies. Outlined below are some examples of topics discussed.
Visible policing: From my conversations with residents right across Kent, I know that the number one thing
they want to see is local policing.
As a result of my decision to raise the council tax precept by £5 for an average household, in 2017/18 Kent
Police was able to increase its police officer establishment from 3,180 to 3,260, and PCSOs to 300.
New Horizon: Following extensive consultation and stakeholder engagement, New Horizon, the name
given to Kent Police’s change model, went live on 12 September 2017. The model firmly places victims
and witnesses at its centre, with a particular focus on the most vulnerable in society. It has put in place
enhanced central services with regard to the highest levels of vulnerability and created new teams
including Vulnerable Investigation Teams, Missing Child and Exploitation Teams and a Mental Health
Team to support vulnerable people in our communities. Overall, the model saw an increase from 166
officers dedicated to vulnerability to almost 600.
The model also secured the future of the 300 PCSOs, and introduced specialist roles including Youth
Engagement Officer, Domestic Abuse Support Officer and Vulnerable Adult Intervention Officer. PCSOs
were also granted extra powers to support them in tackling truancy, ASB involving young people and the
sale of alcohol to children and other vulnerable people.
Crime and ASB: Compared to the previous year, in 2017/18 Kent Police recorded a 27% increase in victim
based crime (approximately 32,500 more crimes). This was predominantly driven by a 50% increase in
violent crime, and largely violence without injury which includes offences such as common assault,
malicious communications, and stalking and harassment.
In challenging the Chief Constable, I am reassured that this is largely linked to increased recording
accuracy (see below), but also the introduction of online crime reporting, and greater public trust and
confidence to report to Kent Police.
In 2017/18, Kent Police recorded a 22% decrease in ASB incidents compared to the previous year,
equating to over 10,200 less incidents across the county.
Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner
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Call handling: In 2017/18, the number of 999 emergency calls received by Kent Police was 317,599, an
increase of 10,885 on the previous year. The number of 101 non-emergency calls received was 548,274,
a reduction of 36,090.
The significant increase in volume of 999 calls unfortunately had a negative impact on 101 call answering
times, as Force Control Room staff worked to protect and answer 999 emergency calls as a priority over
non-emergency calls. As a result, the average 101 wait time to answer increased, as did the number of
calls abandoned.
While I understand the need to prioritise 999 emergency calls, I have made it very clear to the Chief
Constable that I expect to see an improvement in 101 call answering times.
For further information on my Performance and Delivery Board, click here.
Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS)
All police forces are also subject to a formal inspection regime undertaken by HMICFRS (formerly HMIC).
This forms a vital part of my assurance process in holding the Chief Constable to account.
Crime Data Integrity: On 30 January 2017, HMIC informed Kent Police they would be conducting a Crime
Data Integrity Inspection commencing the 6 March 2017. Their inspection – Kent Police: Crime Data
Integrity Inspection 2017 – was published on 15 June and graded the force ‘inadequate’. Making seven
recommendations and highlighting one area for improvement, HMIC estimated that the force failed to
record over 24,000 reported crimes each year – representing a recording accuracy of 83.6%.
The findings of this report were totally unacceptable and highlighted some serious issues that needed to
be resolved as a matter of urgency. Whilst not a reflection on frontline officers and staff, it showed that
vulnerable victims of crime were not always getting the service they expected.
Kent Police took immediate action to address the issues identified, developing a comprehensive
improvement plan, and at each of my Performance and Delivery Boards I have monitored progress closely.
The Chief Constable has assured me that Kent Police is dedicated to ensuring that when a member of the
public reports a crime it is recorded accurately in the first instance, and internal monitoring indicates the
level is now consistently around 92-94%.
I am reassured that Kent Police is now in a much better position and vulnerable victims are receiving a
quality service. I have invited HMICFRS to return to Kent to conduct a further inspection.
PEEL Assessment: Each year, HMICFRS assesses all police forces in England and Wales on their
Efficiency, Effectiveness and Legitimacy (PEEL). Forces are judged as outstanding, good, requires
improvement or inadequate based on inspection findings, analysis and professional judgment.
Based on PEEL 2017, I am very pleased that once again HMICFRS judged Kent Police to be one of the
top performing forces in the country.
The force was assessed as ‘Good’ for Efficiency, ‘Good’ for Effectiveness and ‘Outstanding’ for Legitimacy
– for an unprecedented third year in a row and the only force to achieve this judgement. Indeed, the force
has been graded ‘Outstanding’ or ‘Good’ in every PEEL inspection since 2015.
Summary of HMICFRS PEEL Assessments for Kent Police in 2017:

Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner
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Legitimacy, or policing by consent is vital. The more that people trust Kent Police, the more likely it is that
victims will seek help, witnesses will come forward with evidence, and members of the community will get
involved in volunteering and community safety initiatives which make the county safer.
In 2018/19, I expect Kent Police to make progress in the few areas HMICFRS found for improvement.
For further information on Kent’s PEEL Assessment, click here.



Support all victims of crime and abuse

It is my responsibility to commission support services for victims of crime across the county, whether they
report to police or not. I am committed to providing services that treat victims as individuals, and are tailored
to their needs.
Victims and witnesses
To ensure victims and witnesses are able to access the right support to help them cope and recover, my
commissioning approach has continued to focus on the following:
 Compass House;
 Core Victim Service; and
 Specialist Victim Services.
Compass House
Compass House in Ashford is the co-located hub for victim services in Kent. It aims to provide a central
point through which victims and witnesses can access support services whilst also encouraging those
services to work together more collaboratively.
Victim Support, as the commissioned service provider, Kent Police’s Witness Care Unit and the nationally
commissioned Citizens Advice Court Based Witness Service are co-located within Compass House.
Other facilities provided at Compass House include:
 a staffed reception / welcome desk;
 support / counselling rooms for face-to-face meetings;
 two Live Link suites, for vulnerable witnesses to provide evidence at court remotely;
 private waiting room;
 training room; and
 ‘hot desk’ facilities.
These continue to be utilised regularly by organisations, free of charge, that support victims in Kent.
Core Victim Service
Following a thorough tendering process and funded through a Ministry of Justice (MoJ) grant, on 1 April
2016 the independent charity Victim Support was awarded a three-year contract to deliver support services
to victims of crime, from Compass House.
The service focuses on providing a tailored and individual response for victims reporting to Kent Police,
British Transport Police or Action Fraud, no matter how long ago the crime took place. The service is also
accessible to those who do not wish to report a crime to the police.
As well as providing initial telephone support for those affected by crime, community based volunteers and
staff offer on-going emotional and practical help. Victims can also meet face-to-face with Victim Support
on a walk-in basis or by booking an appointment, either at Compass House or through Compass Points
located within communities. Compass Points are held in a variety of locations and open for two hours
every week, enabling people to access support closer to where they live and providing a discrete service
for those affected by crime.
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On 1 April 2017, the contract was varied to include delivery of the initial triage, assessment and referral
service for all domestic abuse victims either reporting to Kent Police, or self-referring directly for support.
This forms part of the integrated Domestic Abuse Service commissioned by Kent County Council which
aims to provide greater co-ordination of service delivery for domestic abuse victims.
To provide greater accessibility, in December 2017, Victim Support also launched an online ‘live chat’
service for those victims who may find it difficult to access support over the phone or in person. Run in
addition to the other contact methods, the text based live chat service offers a safe online space for people
to talk openly about their experience, providing anonymity and a quick response. Available to anyone with
a smart phone, tablet or computer, users are able to have a real-time conversation with a trained support
worker based in Compass House, and receive emotional support and practical help tailored to their needs.
For further information on victim and witness services, click here.
Victim Specialist Services Fund
Whilst Victim Support provides the core support service, it is vital that victims of crime get the help they
need to cope with what’s happened to them. People can be affected by crime in many different ways, and
that is why there is a need to ensure appropriate specialist support services are in place, such as trauma
counselling and support for sexual assault victims, that treat people as individuals and offer support tailored
to their needs. These specialist services need to work in collaboration with the core support service to
ensure there are effective referral pathways for victims to access the right services.
In total, I awarded grants worth £533,374 to 17 organisations in 2017/18. The money went to groups
offering a range of specialist services including support to children and young people, victims of hate crime
and male victims of crime, as well as therapeutic services and trauma counselling. Recipients included:
 East Kent Rape Crisis Centre (£35,000) – specialist counselling for child victims of sexual abuse
 Rubicon Cares (£90,300) – trauma counselling for anyone affected by crime
 Sign Health (£40,588) – support for deaf women experiencing domestic abuse
 Rising Sun (£34,693) – male mentoring service
 Family Matters (£35,000) – specialist therapy for young victims of rape and sexual abuse
 DAVSS (£10,546) – specialist support for male victims of domestic abuse
 Dandelion Time (£41,000) – therapeutic programme for families affected by abuse
 Choices (£22,572) – specialist Independent Domestic Violence Advisor for LGBT and male clients
 NSPCC (£35,000) – specialist support for child victims of sexual abuse
 MCCH (£48,170) – Jigsaw Project: raising awareness of disability hate crime
To view an interactive map of where services are currently commissioned, click here.
Male Domestic Abuse conference
Domestic abuse can affect anyone – irrespective of their gender, sexuality or background – and I am
committed to ensuring all victims have access to the same levels of support. Reflecting this commitment,
and to mark International Men’s Day (17 November 2017), I hosted a conference to shine a light on the
issues affecting male victims and to raise awareness of the support available.
Whilst the majority of domestic abuse victims are women and girls, male victims of domestic abuse
sometimes do not have as much faith in the criminal justice system and don’t feel that they will be believed.
The charity ManKind estimates that as many as 40% of all domestic abuse victims are men, yet in Kent
the number coming forward is more like 20%.
More than 100 representatives from policing, health services, local authorities, housing services and
victims’ charities attended. The aim was to challenge some of the misconceptions around male victims of
domestic abuse and to highlight the support that is in place, both from policing and from the victims’
services that I commission.
Speakers included representatives from Oasis, DAVSS, Dads Unlimited, Choices Domestic Abuse Service
and Victim Support; organisations that I have funded to support vulnerable men.
Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner
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As a White Ribbon UK Ambassador, I am committed to being a positive role model for other men, but
equally will continue to encourage Kent Police and criminal justice partners to undertake work to give men
the same confidence as women, so that they report in greater numbers.
If you are a victim of abuse, please click here to see what help is available where you live.
Independent Domestic Violence Adviser pilot
In July 2017, the OPCC and Kent County Council were successful in securing three years funding of
£344,115 through the Home Office Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG) Transformation Fund.
The funding is being used to deliver a pilot programme involving an Independent Domestic Violence
Adviser being based in the A&E Departments of Darent Valley Hospital and William Harvey Hospital in
order to provide immediate support to victims. The aims are to intervene earlier with domestic abuse
victims and their children, to help reduce escalation and ensure the right support is provided at the right
time.
Restorative justice
PCCs are responsible for commissioning Restorative Justice schemes in their force area. Following the
award of a new contract in August 2017, Restorative Solutions in partnership with Salus began delivering
a consistent, countywide service for those affected by crime from 1 October.
To raise awareness of the service, I also held a launch event at Compass House in Ashford on 15
December.
Restorative Justice offers a safe and controlled way for victims and offenders to engage in conversations
to repair the harm caused. It enables victims to tell offenders the real impact of their crimes, get answers
and possibly receive an apology. It also gives offenders the chance to understand what they have done,
take responsibility for their actions and consider ways to make amends for their behaviour.
Restorative Justice is free, entirely voluntary and can be used at any point during the criminal justice
process – or even after someone is found guilty – provided both the victim and offender are willing.
For further information on Restorative Justice, click here.



Commission services that reduce pressure on policing due to mental health

Those with mental health issues are reportedly three times more likely to be a victim of crime and may find
the criminal justice process particularly scary or confusing. It is estimated that around a third of Kent Police
time is spent dealing with mental health incidents and in many cases the police only become involved as
the service of last resort.
Vulnerable people must be protected from harm and that means equipping the police, and other partners
who might come into contact with someone in crisis, with the skills they need to provide the best initial care
and support they can. It also means enhancing the support available elsewhere to relieve some of the
pressure on policing.
Mental Health and Policing Fund
My Mental Health and Policing Fund has continued to support projects which help ease the demand of
mental health on Kent Police.
Thirty bids were received, from which 14 projects across the county received a total of £124,150 in funding,
including:
 The Talk It Out well-being café in Deal (£9,690) which acts as a meeting place, not only for people
with mental illness but also those who don’t feel socially included, offering peer support.
 Young Kent (£10,000) to help vulnerable young people with mental health difficulties access youth
clubs with a peer mentor, raise awareness about mental health and support the safety of young
people.
Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner
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Dads Unlimited (£9,786) to run monthly support groups for men and provide advice, emotional
support, and access to counselling for fathers with relationship or parenting challenges.
Dover Outreach Centre (£10,000) to help employ a cognitive behavioural therapy nurse and to
make their services available to more homeless people in Dover.
Homeless Care (£10,000) to help fund a mental health nurse to provide support to vulnerable
people using their services.

In addition, some of the funding was used to provide on-going support to the following projects:
 Counsellors from the mental health charity Mind working in the Force Control Room (£40,000),
able to take calls where a mental health issue has been identified and it is safe for the person to
be dealt with in this way. This helps to free up call handlers and, on occasions, has resulted in
individuals getting a better service than they would have done otherwise and officers not being
dispatched. It also means call handlers and officers have been able to ask for advice on cases, or
on personal matters.
 The Solace Café in Tonbridge and the Hope Café in Maidstone (£10,000 each), which are run by
local branches of the mental health charity Mind and offer out of hours support with the aim of
preventing mental health problems escalating and unnecessary referrals being made to the
emergency services, A&E departments and secondary mental health services. The cafés also aim
to improve mental health and wellbeing, increase independence and reduce isolation.
 The Medway Safe Haven Bus (£7,000) which raises awareness of issues such as substance
misuse, sexual health, self-harm, and drug and alcohol abuse, and on weekend evenings offers a
‘safe haven’ for people in the night time economy, providing first aid, a place to wait and immediate
non-judgemental assistance.
Mental Health Conference
On 20 June 2017, I hosted a Mental Health Conference to mark the launch of a joint Mental Health Strategy
between Kent Police and the Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care Partnership Trust (KMPT).
Whilst Kent Police and KMPT already works together on a number of initiatives, they recognised more
needed to be done and so the strategy aims to ensure those in crisis receive the right care and support.
Sarah Newton MP, Minister for Crime, Safeguarding and Vulnerability at the time, was a keynote speaker
and told the conference ‘…we should not expect the police to act in the stead of health professionals. They
cannot be expected to do this satisfactorily. And it cannot be in the best interests of the people affected.
Instead they need quick access to appropriate professional mental health assistance, according to their
needs.’
She added: ‘I am particularly encouraged that your strategy talks not only about crisis point resolution, but
about work to prevent people from ever reaching that crisis point. And that it talks about a range of services
and interventions and joint working to achieve this - building on some proven good practice.’
This was the first Mental Health Conference of its kind in Kent, with around 100 delegates from charities,
local authorities, commissioning groups, and community safety and criminal justice partners represented.
National influence
PCCs are represented at a national level by the Association of Police and Crime Commissioners (APCC),
a national body that supports PCCs and other local policing bodies to provide national leadership and
influence change in the policing and criminal justice landscape. A portfolio approach means that individual
PCCs have responsibility for leading on specific national policy development areas; in 2017/18 I was
appointed portfolio lead for Mental Health and also continued as the portfolio lead for Performance.
As the national lead for mental health, I have been invited to have a say in helping shape future mental
health legislation by joining the Prime Minister’s Independent Review of the Mental Health Act. The review,
announced on 4 October 2017, was set up to look at how the legislation in the Mental Health Act 1983 is
used and how practice can be improved.
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Led by Professor Sir Simon Wessely, a former President of the Royal College of Psychiatrists, and bringing
together a number of influential stakeholders, the review meets around four times a year. The first meeting
took place on 14 November 2017, and the purpose of the review is to understand the reasons for:
 rising rates of detention under the Act;
 the disproportionate number of people from black and minority ethnic groups detained under the
act; and
 processes that are out of step with a modern mental health care system.
I am also privileged to have been asked by Professor Wessely to chair the Independent Review’s Policing
Sub-Group.
There will always be a requirement for the police to deal with mental health issues, but police officers are
not mental health professionals. Having uniformed officers taking care of vulnerable people or taxiing them
around is not a good use of police resources and, more importantly, it is not what a person in mental health
crisis needs. Current legislation is outdated and I will be gauging the views of my colleagues from around
the country to inform the review, and how we can ensure people suffering mental ill health receive the right
care from the right person at the right time.
For further information on the Independent Review, click here.



Invest in schemes that make people safer and reduce re-offending

The allocation of funding to community safety partners, Kent Police, voluntary, charity and community
groups helps to support individuals turn their lives around, and to tackle the harm caused to communities.
Community Safety Partnerships
The Community Safety Partnerships (CSPs) play an important role in bringing the police, fire, local councils
and other partners together locally to understand, prevent and tackle crime and ASB wherever it takes
place in our county.
In total I provided £511,228 funding to the CSPs, and whilst their priorities reflect those set out in my Safer
in Kent Plan, each CSP is able to determine how best to use the money in order to address crime and
ASB locally. Examples of the type of projects and services funded include:
Ashford CSP
Dartford CSP
Dover CSP
Gravesham CSP
Maidstone CSP
Medway CSP
Sevenoaks CSP
Shepway CSP
Swale CSP
Thanet CSP
Tonbridge & Malling CSP
Tunbridge Wells CSP
Kent County Council CSP

Night Shelter / Domestic abuse training / Safety Shop / Cybercrime campaign
Domestic abuse services / CCTV / Street Pastors / Mindfulness training
Islam awareness training / Clean Sweep / Wag Watch / Domestic abuse training
Youth engagement / Street Drinking / CCTV / Domestic abuse services
Mediation services / Town centre marshalling / Blue Bus / Youth workshops
Domestic Homicide Reviews / Domestic abuse services / CCTV / Youth sports
Substance misuse / Domestic abuse services / Neighbourhood initiatives
Mediation services / One Stop Shop / Social inclusion project / Urban Pastors
Reducing reoffending / Domestic abuse services / Offender training / Gangs
Road safety / Domestic abuse services / Mediation services / Youth Diversion
Safer Towns / Domestic abuse services / Offender training / Drugs projects
Domestic abuse services / Street Pastors / Winter shelter / Drinkers outreach
E-Safety awareness / Road safety / Scam awareness / Gangs

Safer in Kent Fund
Targeted at voluntary, charity and community groups, my Safer in Kent Fund was aimed at supporting new
or expanding projects and innovative approaches that would help address the priorities within my Safer in
Kent Plan.
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With an army of volunteers and community-minded people right across Kent wanting to do their part to
make the county safer, I invited bids from local projects. In July 2017 I awarded a total of £45,870 in grants
to eight organisations, all of which had one thing in common – a desire to make local communities safer,
including:
 CXK (£9,000) to raise awareness of child sexual exploitation in schools in Dartford, Gravesham
and Medway.
 Magnate Generation CIC (£10,000) to support young disadvantaged people experiencing
challenges by providing local workshops, business mentoring and peer support.
 Swanley Town Council (£10,000) to support ‘Active Swanley’ by engaging young people in regular
activities at weekends and throughout the holidays.
 Redeeming Our Communities (£5,000) to support ‘Go Make a Difference’, a summer competition
to engage those aged 11-18 years in social action.
 Active Life (£6,110) to support the ‘Doorstep Sports Club’, giving young people aged 14-25 years
in East Kent a pathway, using sport, to help them deal with life’s difficulties.
 Birchington Parish Council (£1,000) to set up a Youth Parish Council to give young people aged
12 to 17 years a voice in the village.
Later in the year I opened the fund once again and a further 12 organisations received a total of £130,807
in grants, including:
 Thanet Community Development Trust (£20,000) to support their ‘New Beginnings’ course which
provides ex-offenders, and those unemployed or deemed at risk of offending with skills, work
experience and assistance with their CVs to help start a new chapter in their lives.
 Olympia Boxing CIC (£5,875) to provide day-time boxing sessions for young people in Chatham
and Medway.
 Rising Sun Domestic Abuse Service (£18,342) to support their ‘Break4Change’ project that,
through one-to-one and group support, works with families in Canterbury and Ashford where an
adolescent is becoming abusive towards a parent.
 Thanet Winter Shelter (£13,532) to support the provision of a range of welfare and
accommodation services for rough sleeping homeless people in the local area.
 Kent Union (£12,350) to provide training for licensees in managing the reporting of sexual
harassment on their premises.
For further information on the Safer in Kent Fund, click here.



Make offenders pay for the harm that they cause

An important principle of criminal justice is to ensure that those who cause harm give back to victims and
the community they have hurt.
Each year Kent Police receives money by seizing and auctioning vehicles from offenders who use them
to commit crime - drug dealers, for example - and I reinvested this money back into local communities.
Support for volunteers
To fund training and capital costs for organisations which volunteer with the force, I provided a £25,000
one-off grant to Kent Police. Without the extensive support of a great number of charities and voluntary
groups, who do not formally wear a police logo, Kent Police would need to find extra costs and resources
to keep the county safe.
I also provided a one-off grant of £25,000 to specifically fund new equipment for Speedwatch volunteers,
who do fantastic work monitoring the roads.
Communities Together Fund
Through my Communities Together Fund, I set aside a further £15,000 for bids from local volunteer,
community and charity groups, as well as social enterprises. The maximum grant available was £750 per
project, and to be successful, a bid had to meet at least one of the following criteria:
 Support volunteering, community involvement or neighbourhood action to reduce crime and ASB
 Promote social inclusion, community cohesion and integration
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Improve and support the awareness of local residents in mental health and wellbeing
Improve community safety
Enable approaches which support the wellbeing of children and young people

In total I awarded £15,818 to 26 organisations working to bring communities together, with funding going
towards sports equipment, community improvements and special events. Organisations that received
funding included:
 Young Lives Foundation (£654.50) – football equipment for the Children in Care Council
 Tonbridge Dementia Friendly Community (£500) – new website to promote events and news
 Northfleet Big Local (£750) – hold a Summer Celebration event, featuring a talent show
 Cobham Community Stores (£200) – stock and costs for volunteer-run community shop
 Bekesbourne Recreation Ground Charity (£750) – venue heating for coffee mornings
 St Mary the Virgin Parish Church, Swanley (£750) – promote and hold a Fun and Games Gift Day
 Maidstone and Mid-Kent Mind (£600) – organise free fun runs to raise awareness of mental health
 Kenward Trust (£600) – dance and movement therapy sessions
 CXK, Maidstone (£750) – first aid equipment for Prince’s Trust Team
 Medway Street Angels (£750) – Christmas event to support homeless and vulnerable people
 Diversity House, Sittingbourne (£650) – training for volunteers from hard-to-reach communities
 Action with Communities in Rural Kent (£358.46) – mobile pop-up café and information hub
For further information on the Communities Together Fund, click here.



Actively engage with residents in Kent and Medway

Listening to residents and ensuring their needs are met is one of my main jobs. I feel it is important that I
get out of the office and speak to real people about their concerns and to understand what is happening
in local communities.
‘Street stalls’
I have actively sought opportunities to engage face-to-face with residents by setting up my ‘street stall’ in
town centres and locations with high footfall, including:
 Bluewater;
 Canterbury;
 Faversham;
 Kings Hill;
 Rainham;
 Rochester;
 Chatham; and
 Tunbridge Wells.
County events
Over the weekend of 1-2 July 2017, Kent Police held their sixth Public Open Day and fifth Staff Day at the
Kent Police College in Maidstone. Record numbers attended on both days, with 8,000 officers, staff, family
and friends on the Saturday, and 13,000 members of the public on the Sunday. The OPCC had a stand
on both days and the event enabled me to engage with a large number of Kent Police staff and members
of public.
I also funded Kent Police’s return to the Kent County Show which took place over the three days 7-9 July
2017. The OPCC was represented on all three days and I also took the opportunity to speak to some of
the show’s 80,000 visitors about rural crime and ASB.
Public consultations
Occasionally, I have sought public and partner views on a specific topic/idea and embarked on a multichannel consultation exercise designed to reach as many people as possible. For example, I received
almost 1,700 responses to my Annual Policing Survey on the priorities for my refreshed Safer in Kent Plan
(published in April 2018).
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Traditional and social media
The OPCC has regularly issued press releases to the local and national media to showcase my work.
Where appropriate, these have been supplemented by me giving interviews with local and national TV,
radio, online and print journalists.
The OPCC website and social media have continued to offer opportunities to engage with residents and
partners, and good use has been made of popular digital channels. The corporate @PCCKent Twitter
account boasts more followers (11,200) than any other PCC account in England and Wales.
I also personally use Twitter, YouTube, Facebook and Instagram to keep residents and partners up-todate. I have published a number of audio podcasts on platforms including iTunes and Stitcher, talking
about my Performance and Delivery Boards, and topics such as roads policing and mental health support
and provision in the county.
Direct engagement
I have met with various organisations that I have funded including Talk It Out in Deal, CXK, Young Lives
Foundation and the mental health charity Mind. I have also met with partners and other community groups,
such as the National Famers’ Union, Highways England, Kent Association of Local Councils, YMCA and
attended various Neighbourhood Watch and Town Council meetings. These have enabled me to talk about
my work and also helped me to understand different groups’ priorities.
I have also met with the Minister of State for Policing and the Fire Service, Nick Hurd MP, other local MPs
and elected officials, to better understand their priorities and those of the residents they represent.
Proactive E-News alerts
More than 5,000 subscribers received free news alerts, as well as regular e-newsletters with updates on
my work and that of the OPCC. To make it as accessible as possible, an easy-read version is also
published which has been developed in consultation with a local mental health charity.
Engaging with harder-to-reach audiences
I have the ability to communicate with harder to reach groups and support those who might feel left out,
disenfranchised or cannot vote at all due to their age.
Therefore, I am keen to be accessible to as many of Kent’s diverse communities as possible and have
actively sought opportunities to engage with harder to reach audiences. For example, I have met with
Dementia Friendly Kent, Sevenoaks District Seniors Action Forum, MCCH which supports people with
autism and learning difficulties, visited Canterbury and Maidstone Mosques and also attended a North
Kent Asian Residents meeting and the Vaisakhi celebrations on 15 April 2017.
Alongside my plan, I also published Safer in Kent: Backing Young People which sets out how I will support
the vast majority of young people who are good citizens, who want to be involved and want to have a say
over what happens in their communities. After all, under-24s make up around 30% of the population of the
county.
I have engaged with students at the University of Kent, Canterbury Christ Church University and spoken
to members of both Kent Youth County Council and Medway Youth Parliament who have good reputations
for leading powerful and relevant campaigns. I have also attended Volunteer Police Cadet Unit meetings
across the county and engaged directly with children at primary and secondary schools, including Sussex
Road Primary School, St Pauls Church of England Primary School, Wyvern School, Hartsdown Academy,
Fort Pitt Grammar School and Spires Academy.
I have funded Amelix to continue its programme of ‘Is It Worth It?’ visits to secondary schools which
advises young people about the dangers of cybercrime and sharing information online, and also Reform
Restore Respect which delivers talks about knife crime and the dangers of getting involved in gangs. I
have funded summer holiday activities for young people through my Safer in Kent Fund, and projects that
help build resilience and support young people with their mental health through my Mental Health and
Policing Fund.
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On 10 April 2017, young people from Medway Children in Care Council took on local police officers in a
community football match at Gillingham Football Club’s MEMS Priestfield Stadium. Refereed by the
Minister for Sport Tracey Crouch MP, the event was about breaking down barriers and improving
relationships between young people and the police. The game was played in a spirit of inclusion and fun,
and whilst I had planned to attend as a spectator, I ended up donning a shirt and playing for the Children
in Care Council team in the second half.
In February 2018, I also asked school children about their experiences of cyber-bullying to help lobby the
Government and social media companies for more to be done to protect young people online. Having
piloted the survey with a number of Volunteer Police Cadets, my Cyber-Bullying Survey was circulated to
around 900 schools with the aim of helping to build a broader understanding of where, and how much
cyber-bullying goes on, as well as the apps young people use.
Internal engagement
Many Kent Police officers and staff live within the county, and so their feedback is equally important. I have
continued to engage with them directly at events throughout the year and also met with the Kent Police
Federation, UNISON, and staff support associations, including Crystal Clear, Christian Police Association,
Kent Network of Women and Kent Minority Ethnic Police Association.
I spent the week 12-16 March 2018 conducting force wide visits, speaking with staff in each of the three
Divisions and a range of departments to better understand their work, the challenges they face and to
thank them personally for their contribution to keeping our communities safe. My Chief Executive or I have
attended the regular Passing Out Parades which have been held at the Kent Police College for police
officers and PCSOs completing their initial training. It is a pleasure and privilege to attend and share in the
pride that their families and friends clearly feel.
In addition, it was an honour to attend the Chief Constable’s Annual Awards Ceremony on 3 May 2017.
Every member of the Kent Police family – officers, staff and volunteers – sets out to give a first class
service to the public, but there are times when individuals and teams perform exceptional police work
which exceeds even the high standards the force expects of them. It is entirely right that they are
recognised.
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Opportunities for the future:


Call for more criminal justice powers for PCCs

I have engaged with a wide range of criminal justice organisations including the Crown Prosecution
Service, the courts, probation and prisons. I am also a member of the Kent Criminal Justice Board that
brings these organisations together to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the overall criminal
justice system.
However, I believe that further devolvement of criminal justice powers has the potential to improve the
journey of all service users, as well as outcomes across the criminal justice system. Whilst the Ministry of
Justice is yet to make a decision on the devolvement of more powers, I have continued to engage with
Ministers to press for reform.



Lobby for a fairer funding settlement for Kent

With growing demand and pressure on policing, the increasingly complex nature of offending, terrorist
threat, as well as the unique ‘Gateway to Europe’ issues faced by Kent Police, I have engaged with local
MPs, Ministers and the Government to highlight the challenges and lobby for a fairer funding settlement.
In July 2017, Nick Hurd MP, Minister of State for Policing and the Fire Service, visited Kent Police as part
of a wider programme of engagement on the changing nature of demand on police resources and its
impact. I spoke with the Minister about a number of issues including funding, resourcing and collaboration
and also followed it up with a formal submission to his work looking at police funding.
Following a Home Office request to assess levels of stretch and resilience in the police service, I
contributed to, and supported the APCC response which showed nationally an additional £440m was
required in 2018/19 and £845m in 2019/20 (based on evidence gathered by both PCCs and Chief
Constables).



Collaborate further with other organisations

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 introduced a raft of measures to enhance collaborative working between
the emergency services. This included a new statutory duty on the police, fire and rescue and ambulance
service to keep opportunities to collaborate under review and a requirement to collaborate with one another
where it is in the interests of either efficiency or effectiveness.
The Act also included provisions enabling PCCs to take on responsibility for the governance of fire and
rescue in their area, with four options:
 Do nothing - continue with governance currently in place and take on the duty to collaborate within
existing arrangements.
 Representation model - request membership on the local Fire and Rescue Authority (FRA)
including voting rights for issues in relation to the fire and rescue service.
 Governance model - take responsibility for governance of the local fire and rescue service and
employment of its staff, but keep police and fire as separate corporate bodies.
 Single Employer model - take on governance of fire and rescue and bring policing and fire together
under one body, under the employment of one chief officer.
Following careful consideration, I decided to opt for the Representation model and at their meeting on 15
June 2017, Kent and Medway Fire and Rescue Authority accepted my request to be appointed as an
additional Member as soon as permitted by legislation. In the meantime, I have continue to participate in
meetings on an informal non-voting basis.
Primarily, my decision was based on the breadth and success of existing collaboration arrangements
between Kent Police and Kent Fire and Rescue Service, including:
 A joint Control Room – the first in the UK to share a control room and work on a truly multi-agency
mobilising system providing real-time information on incident location and resources.
 The Kent Resilience Team and the Kent Community Safety Team.
 The Search and Rescue Collaboration Board.
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Initiatives for learning and development, such as training in health and safety, driving, multiagency debriefs, Strategic Command Courses and sharing of training venues and facilities.
The Road Safety Experience, the UKs first purpose built interactive road safety centre aimed at
reducing the number of young people killed or seriously injured.
Embedded Joint Emergency Service Interoperability Principles (JESIP), with a joint Incident
Command Vehicle, joint use of a ‘drone’ and assistance with building entry for emergency calls.

To help support those with poor mental health, I am working with the Chief Constable of Cambridgeshire
Constabulary on a regional project - ‘Mental Health East’. This brings together representatives from the
seven Crisis Care Concordats in the Eastern Region (Cambridgeshire, Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire,
Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex and Kent), with the aim of sharing learning to improve both the care provided to
those in crisis and to help support the respective workforces with their mental health.



Oversight of the police complaints process

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 also introduced significant changes to the police complaints system,
building on the previous years’ reforms. My role increases substantially, both in terms of the actual handling
of complaints, and also how I hold the Chief Constable to account for performance in complaints
management.
PCCs will have an explicit statutory duty to hold Chief Constables to account for complaint matters,
requiring a more in depth focus and analysis of information provided by forces, and of their processes and
outcomes.
For the first time, it will also give elements of complaints handling to an outside body, namely PCCs. The
main legal requirement is that it will be mandatory for PCCs to take on the appellate function (providing a
review process for complainants if they are not satisfied with lower level complaints handling) currently
carried out by force Professional Standards Departments (PSDs).
To allow a localised approach, PCCs will also have the ability to take on other functions of force PSDs,
based on two options:
 being the recording body, and attempting to resolve very low level matters outside the formal
process; or
 in addition to the above, being responsible for keeping complainants updated and providing the
final outcome.
A decision to adopt either option will have an impact on the level of staffing and financing within the OPCC.
I anticipate the Regulations being updated during 2018/19, at which point I will assume the appellate
function and increase the level of oversight of complaints handling as required by the Act. I am currently
considering the two other options, and will be making a decision in due course.



Ideas tested during the consultation

My 2016/17 Police and Crime Plan consultation included an opportunity for respondents to indicate their
level of support for a number of ideas.
Whilst no single idea was rated ‘excellent’ by more than 50% of respondents, all eight were rated
‘excellent’, ‘good’ or ‘fair’ by at least 50% of respondents. Accordingly, the OPCC and force explored these
ideas further in 2017/18:
 Ride Along scheme: whether my existing scheme, involving a small group of volunteers observing
police patrols and reporting back, should be opened up to the wider public.
o I consulted further within my Annual Policing Survey, and based on 1,661 responses:
 31% supported the scheme being made available to the general public;
 23% supported the establishment of a panel to scrutinise Body Worn Video footage;
 41% felt the current scheme should continue as it is; and
 5% declined to answer.
In light of this feedback, I decided to retain the current scheme in its existing form.
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Volunteer PCSOs: whether the force should develop a group of volunteers who sit somewhere
between the Special Constabulary and Kent Police’s current volunteers, with designated powers
to assist with their role.
o To increase visibility and make best use of provisions within the Policing and Crime Act
2017, the force has developed Community Policing Volunteers (CPV). Similar in role to
PCSOs, they will have a small number of powers and will predominantly focus on supporting
PCSO colleagues on patrol and other engagement opportunities including working with
schools and the Volunteer Police Cadets. Recruitment opened to the public within West
Division in January 2018.



Volunteer Police Cadets: whether the scheme should be expanded and made available
countywide.
o As outlined below, I have supported and funded the development of the Volunteer Police
Cadet scheme. As at the end of March 2018, there were 420 Cadets based in units at
Dover, Canterbury, Maidstone, Medway, Tonbridge and Gravesham, but the force’s
aspiration is to provide young people with access across the county.



Engagement with schools: whether the force should send more police officers/staff into schools
to deliver lessons in personal and online safety.
o Implemented by Kent Police on 12 September 2017, the New Horizon policing model saw
the introduction of 20 PCSO Youth Engagement Officers to support children and young
people both inside and outside schools to build trust, confidence and develop positive
relationships.



Fraud and cybercrime: whether the force should invest more in tackling volume fraud and
cybercrime.
o Within the Serious Crime Directorate there is now a:
 dedicated Cybercrime Unit which leads on serious and complex investigations. The
unit also has two dedicated Protect officers who work to educate and safeguard the
community from the ever changing cyber threat;
 a Primary Investigation Team that receives and evaluates all referrals from the
National Fraud Intelligence Bureau and completes initial enquiries to establish the
most appropriate action to be taken;
 a Volume Fraud Team that focuses on those fraud offences where further
investigative opportunities are identified, in order to bring offenders to justice.
Three new Digital Hubs situated in police stations have also opened in order to provide advice on
digital opportunities and to support investigations, including the downloading of mobile devices.

Back volunteering

I remain committed to supporting the Volunteer Police Cadet scheme, which is why I allocated £80,000
over my first two years in office to support its re-launch. I consider it really important to provide young
people with opportunities to get involved in activities which support community policing and to learn about
responsible citizenship.
The scheme is open to young people aged 13 to 17, who live in Kent irrespective of background or financial
circumstances, including those vulnerable to crime or social exclusion. In 2017/18, the Cadets undertook
over 10,000 hours of volunteering, including in domestic violence centres, care homes and participating in
community events and clean-up projects. For more information click here.
I’m very supportive and appreciative of the work of Special Constables; unpaid volunteers who wear a
uniform, have the same powers as regular officers and put themselves in harms way like their paid
colleagues – but all because they just want to give something back to their communities. As at the end of
March 2018, the force had 287 Special Constables who provided a fantastic 110,871 hours of policing in
2017/18. In addition to supporting their regular Local Policing Team colleagues, a number are embedded
in functions such as the Marine Unit, Roads Policing Unit, Dog Unit and Serious Crime Directorate.
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As at 31 March 2018, Kent Police had 200 internal volunteers in roles conducive to the skills they bring,
who provided over 12,500 hours of support. Examples include roles within the Force Control Room,
Recruitment, Local Policing Teams, Intelligence, Public Protection and Crime Investigation.
Kent Police was the first force in the country to grant policing powers to volunteers under provisions
introduced by the Policing and Crime Act 2017. With my support, South East 4x4 Response, a volunteer
organisation where unpaid professionals give up their time to support the emergency services and other
organisations, are now able to place cordons on roads (excluding motorways) and direct traffic. This
enables its volunteers to deal with incidents such as fallen trees, broken down vehicles and vehicles
trapped as a result of adverse weather without Kent Police having to attend. Not only does this benefit the
public, but it also frees up police officers to attend incidents that only they can deal with.
Independent Custody Visitors (ICVs) make unannounced visits to custody suites around the county to
check on the welfare of detained persons, ensure they have received their rights and make sure they are
being held in conditions that are up to standard. I am responsible for managing the scheme and to
recognise the work of the volunteers, I am seeking Investing in Volunteers (IiV) accreditation. IiV is the UK
quality standard for good practice in volunteer management and accreditation will demonstrate to the
volunteers that the work they are doing is valued, and that they are part of, and importantly have helped
create, an effective scheme.
I have also provided grant funding to a number of charities and organisations across the county who rely
on volunteers within local communities to deliver their services.
I’d like to thank the Special Constabulary, Volunteer Police Cadets and other volunteers who do not wear
a police logo, such as South East 4x4 Response and Kent Search and Rescue, for their time and for all
their hard work in helping keep the county safe. Without the extensive support of these, and a great number
of other charities and volunteers, Kent Police would incur extra costs and require additional resources.
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MOJ Grant for Victim Services - Funding Recipients1
£
Domestic Violence

£
Sexual Violence

Medway Domestic Abuse

2,860.00

East Kent Rape Line - ISVA and CISVA Services

75,000.00

Rising Sun

34,693.00

Family Matters - ISVA and CISVA Services

75,000.00

Sign Health

40,588.00

Kent & Medway Adult Safeguarding

5,280.11

DAVSS - Support To Court Project

10,546.00

DAVSS - Support Service for Male Victims

10,546.00

Referral

Dandelion Time - Therapeutic Programme

20,500.00

Victim Support - Core Contract

Choices - IDVA for LGBT and Male Clients

22,572.00

SATEDA

7,299.00

Associated Costs for Commissioning

Dad's Unlimited

2,500.00

Compass House Running costs (Inc. gas/electric)

59,891.03

Receptionist Staff x2 (Inc. overtime)

22,598.83

178,523.30

Victim Support - Enhanced DA Service

127,840.00

Kent Safeguarding

11,483.50

Medway Safeguarding

3,858.46

Other

Kent & Medway Adult Safeguarding

5,280.11

Victim Support - Core contract

Domestic Abuse Service - KCC

50,000.00

Brake

1,500.00

Oasis - Time to Talk

50,000.00

Rubicon Care

90,300.00

Rising Sun

18,342.00

MCCH

48,170.00

Thanet Domestic Abuse Forum

13,450.28

CAB Medway

40,000.00

Juvenile Justice International CIC

39,900.00

Victim Support - Innovation Fund

43,237.00

Mind - Counselling Service

3,900.00

All CSP

25,561.44

Child Sexual Abuse
East Kent Rape Line - ISVA and CISVA Services

25,000.00

Family Matters - ISVA and CISVA Services

25,000.00

East Kent Rape Line - Specialist Counselling

35,000.00

NSPCC

35,000.00

Juvenile Justice International CIC

39,900.00

Family Matters - Specialist Therapy U18 victims

35,000.00

Dandelion Time - Therapeutic Programme

20,500.00

Medway Safeguarding Children's Board

5,000.00

Child Sexual Exploitation

20,000.00

Kent Safeguarding

11,483.50

Medway Safeguarding

3,858.46

714,093.20

Restorative Justice
Maidstone and Kent Mediation Service

8,100.00

Salus

25,000.00

Restorative Solutions

92,000.00

Under Section 3.2 of the Ministry of Justice’s Grant Agreement for victim services, PCCs must specify the Support
Services they have commissioned or provided with a Grant, including referral services, in any Annual Report they
produce pursuant to Section 12 of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.
1
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Key Financial Information for 2017/18


Revenue Budget

On 15 December 2016, the Policing Minister announced the draft general grant allocation for each force
area for 2017/18. The Minister stated that in 2017/18, no PCC would face a cash reduction in “direct
resource funding” from 2015/16 levels assuming that precept income was maximised in 2016/17 and again
in 2017/18. For policing, direct resource funding was deemed by the Government to be the sum of formula
funding plus legacy council tax grants plus precept. This meant that each PCC received the same reduction
of 1.3% to their settlement (formula funding plus grants). Funding for one year only was announced with
no details of funding assumptions beyond 2017/18.
The precept referendum limit (the amount the council tax could be increased before a referendum) was
set at 2%, but the 10 force areas with the lowest precept were able to raise it by £5.00. Kent was, and
remains, one of the lowest 10 precepting areas and I decided to increase the precept by £5, the maximum
available.
Table 1: Funding Stream
Budget
£'000's

% of Total
Funding

Central Government Funding
Police Core Settlement
Ex DCLG Funding
Legacy Council Tax Grants
Specific Grants

104,799
65,666
13,297
14,872

32%
21%
4%
5%

Locally Raised Funding
Income
Council Tax
Collection Fund
Reserves
Total

18,022
95,589
1,802
4,386
318,433

6%
30%
1%
1%
100%

Locally, as a result of the settlement, in 2017/18 Kent received a total of £183.8m in general grants and
council tax grants. This was a reduction of £2.4m on 2017/18 financial year’s formula grant element.
The budget for 2017/18 was set in February 2017 and monitored closely during the year. A new financial
reporting paper was produced with the full suite of information being presented quarterly to Chief Officers
and the OPCC alongside a monthly summary. Financial information was also presented quarterly to the
Joint Audit Committee (JAC). The revenue budget shows the day to day expenditure of running Kent Police
and the OPCC.
The final position on the revenue budget for the Group is shown in Table 2:
Table 2: Revenue Outturn 2017/18
Directorate
Central Operations
Chiefs Office
DCC Portfolio
Divisions
Serious Crime Directorate
Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner

Budget

Net Expenditure

Over / (Underspend)
for 2017/18

£'000's
45,022
1,745
7,728
123,688
29,341

£'000's
43,946
2,166
8,172
122,220
26,746

£'000's
(1,076)
421
444
(1,468)
(2,595)
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Support Services
Local Policing and Partnerships
Corporate Charges
Transfer to / (from) reserves
Office of the PCC
Net Expenditure

49,623
19,357
5,411
(4,386)
3,623
281,152

53,848
18,048
9,968
(11,106)
3,092
277,100

4,225
(1,309)
4,557
(6,720)
(531)
(4,052)

The Kent Police revenue budget for 2017/18 showed an underspend of £4.1m. This underspend was
transferred to reserves and is being used to support the delivery of future capital / revenue investment.
This alongside the planned transfer to reserves of £0.7m in year meant Kent Police contributed £4.8m to
reserves from the revenue budget during 2017/18, 1.4% of the total budget.



PCC Expenditure

My net budget consists of the costs of the OPCC and the grants I provide to support projects across Kent.
Table 3 provides a breakdown of that expenditure:
Table 3: OPCC Budget and Expenditure breakdown
Budget
Spend
Variance
£’000's
£’000's
£’000's
OPCC
1,534
1,256
(278)
Grants
2,089
1,836
(253)
Total
3,623
3,092
(531)
The expenditure included an underspend of £0.5m. This represented in-year unallocated funding mainly
due to vacancies within the OPCC and some projects not requiring their grant funding. This was transferred
to reserves and used to support a number of special projects that the force and the OPCC selected.
Projects funded during 2017/18 included:
 Supporting the Volunteer Police Cadet scheme by making available funding for a hardship fund so
that those from less affluent backgrounds could still get involved.
 Support for the Kent Police museum curator by providing guaranteed funding for the post over the
next 3 years, allowing the force to apply for additional funds from the National Lottery.
 Volunteers with powers, to fund training and associated costs for volunteers, the first force in the
country to give powers to volunteers.
 Support for the Kent Community Safety Team, in conjunction with partners to provide
administration support to the team
 Anti-modern slavery co-ordinator, a joint post with Essex dealing with human trafficking and
modern slavery.
As part of the 2018/19 budget, I have released £0.2m from the OPCC budget to support the recruitment
of new officers.



Investment Budget

Investment Expenditure includes both capital and revenue expenditure on our assets such as property,
vehicles and IT infrastructure which have a longer-term life. This is funded through a combination of
Government grant, use of reserves and capital receipts. Capital receipts are the proceeds of the sale of
an asset and can only be used for capital expenditure.
The Policing Minister’s announcement stated that nationally capital grants to PCCs would be £45.9m, a
reduction of 29% on the equivalent total for the current year. This was on top of a reduction of 40% the
year before. Kent’s capital grant allocation for 2017/18 was £1.1m, a reduction of £0.2m on 2016/17.
The final position on the investment budget for the Group is shown in Table 4:
Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner
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Table 4: Capital Budget 2017/18
Revised Budget
Provisioning Department
2017/18
£'000's
IT Department
9,084
Estate Department
3,866
Transport
2,334
Innovation Fund
1,585
ANPR Department
489
SB Projects
64
Plant and Equipment
982
Totals
18,404

Actual Expenditure
2017/18
£'000's
4,298
774
1,743
1,360
338
0
610
9,123

Variance
2017/18
£'000's
(4,786)
(3,092)
(591)
(225)
(151)
(64)
(372)
(9,281)

The table shows slippage of £9.3m. This was due to a number of projects both locally and nationally that
did not commence during the year. A number of projects in year did not complete during the financial year
and this slippage has been carried over into 2018/19.



Reserves

Table 5 shows my usable reserves, i.e. those reserves I may use to provide services, subject to the need
to maintain a prudent level of reserves and any statutory limitations on their use (for example the Capital
Receipts Reserve that may only be used to fund capital expenditure or repay debt). These are the reserves
that I use during the year to fund investment opportunities or the capital programme. Any underspend at
the end of the year is transferred into usable reserves.
Table 5: Usable Reserves

General Fund
Risk
Localisation of Council Tax Benefit Reserve
Public Order & Major Investigation Reserve
Grant Cut Volatility Reserve
Insurance
Compass House Renewals Fund
Change
Invest to save
Redundancy, Relocation & Regulation A20
Policing Opportunity
Policy Opportunities
POCA Incentivisation
Policing Opportunity Other:
OPCC Budget Roll Forward
Budget Roll Forward / PSA1
Op Morris - Vehicle Seizure
Bank Holiday Overtime Reserve
Investment Reserve
Investment Reserve
Total

As at 31st March 2017
£’000’s
5,640

As at 31st March 2018
£’000’s
8,800

700
2,000
4,000
3,098
200

700
0
4,100
3,098
0

1,919
6,000

1,522
4,810

5,883
858

1,219
1,012

805
915
90
714

1,085
777
68
936

28,706
61,528

22,959
51,086

Usable reserves stood at £51.1m, a decrease of £10.4m on the previous year. General reserves increased
to a minimum of 3% of net revenue budget to bring us in line with other PCCs and HMICFRS comments.
Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner
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Independent Review of Deaths and Serious Incidents in Police Custody
Police custody is important to protect the public and to enable the effective investigation of criminal
offences. It may only be used where it is both necessary and proportionate to the investigation of an
offence. Simultaneously, it must be recognised that detainees in police custody are often among the most
vulnerable individuals in society and there is a significant duty of care on the police.
As Home Secretary, Theresa May commissioned the independent review of deaths and serious incidents
in police custody in July 2015, and in October 2015 appointed Dame Elish Angiolini as its independent
chair.
The review looked at the wide range of circumstances around deaths and serious incidents in police
custody and of suicides occurring shortly after release from police custody. The review had three aims:
1. To examine the procedures and processes surrounding deaths and serious incidents in police
custody, including the lead up to such incidents, the immediate aftermath, through to the conclusion
of official investigations.
2. To examine and identify the reasons and obstacles as to why the investigation system falls short
of many families’ needs and expectations, with particular reference to the importance of
accountability of those involved and sustained learning following such incidents.
3. To identify areas for improvement and develop recommendations to ensure appropriate, humane
institutional treatment when such incidents, particularly deaths in or following detention in police
custody, occur. It should enhance the safety of the police custody setting for all.
Dame Elish Angiolini concluded her review in January 2017 and the report was published on 30 October
2017.
The report made 110 recommendations for improvement, categorised under 12 thematic headings - you
can read the review here. The Government response was also published on 30 October 2017, and can be
viewed here.
In recognition of PCCs being accountable to the public, and responsible for holding police forces to
account, the report included the following recommendation:
‘Recommendation 53 - PCCs should report annually on deaths and serious incidents in police custody in
their jurisdictions’.
Reflecting my commitment to transparency and accountability, I have therefore included this information
within my Annual Report. In 2017/18, a total of 30,266 people were processed through custody and,
tragically, Kent Police recorded one death and two serious injury incidents2.
Over recent years, there has been a large reduction nationally in the number of deaths in or following
police custody. This likely reflects improved training, guidance and practices in a number of areas, but
most significantly in suicide prevention. The Policing and Crime Act 2017 also limits the use of police cells
as places of safety for mental health detentions (banning them entirely in the case of children and limiting
them to exceptional circumstances for adults); the intention being to stop police officers being used in
place of medical professionals when dealing with people in mental health crisis. Furthermore, other
Government initiatives have introduced more stringent governance and scrutiny of police use of force.
I am also reassured that there is a body of legislation, standards and guidance that set out detailed
parameters for the use of the power of detention, and best practice in delivering police custody services.
This includes, but is not limited to, the Police and Criminal Evidence Act (PACE) and its Codes of Practice
as well as the Detention and Custody Authorised Professional Practice and supporting curriculum issued
by the College of Policing, all of which are reviewed and updated on a regular basis as new learning
emerges and which inform the development and delivery of training packages.
Dame Elish Angiolini’s report does not include a definition of ‘serious incident’ and it is not a term that the
Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC) or force PSDs use. This data is based on deaths and serious injury
incidents where there is a mandated requirement for force PSDs to refer to the IOPC.
2
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However, among the most important safeguards available to those in police custody are Appropriate
Adults, who ensure that both children and vulnerable adults understand custody processes, and that their
rights and entitlements are respected.
ICVs managed by the OPCC also have a key role to play in safeguarding people detained in police
custody. By making unannounced visits to police custody suites, speaking to detainees about their
treatment, checking they have received their rights and ensuring conditions are up to standard, ICVs
provide a real insight into what is going on behind closed doors and help me to make sure Kent Police is
upholding its high standards.
Whilst I acknowledge that due to the nature of policing, it is impossible to entirely eradicate deaths and
serious incidents in police custody, I am reassured that Kent Police takes all reasonable steps to minimise
the risks as far as possible, and that when such incidents do occur, they have procedures in place that are
efficient, effective and humane.
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